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    Download speed caps are the maximum potential speed for data to download to your device. Actual download speeds are typically slower and affected by factors like location, network traffic, and which device you use.
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                            759
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    All our plans are super flexible and jam-packed with a whole lotta mobile for less.
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          UNLIMITED DATA BANKING
        

        Roll over unused data so you don't lose what you don't use
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          UNLIMITED
 TALK & TEXT
        

        Standard calls, SMS and MMS to mobiles and landlines.
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          NO LOCK-IN CONTRACT
        

        Feel free to change or cancel your plan at any time.
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number
        

        Zero four whatever, your digits are yours to keep if you like.
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          e-SIM AVAILABILITY
        

        Save time and plastic with no extra cost to your phone plan.

      
    
  



    



    



    


    



  
    
    
    
  

  
    
      
      
        
        DITCH DAILY ROAMING CHARGES
      
      
      Find out more
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    GO ON, FEEL AMAYSIM
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      The world of mobile

    

    
      3G Shut Down
    
    
    
      
        Explore the 3G shutdown timeline, its roll-out phases, and the potential impact on you with Amaysim. Stay informed and prepared for the transition.
      


      Check out our story
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      The world of mobile

    

    
      7 Helpful apps for putting on a party
    
    
    
      
        Brace yourselves, party enthusiasts, for the jingle bells are drawing near and the festive season is about to hit us like a glitter bomb at a unicorn parade
      


      Check out our story
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    We've got the numbers to prove it
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          1.5 million customers
        

        That's a whole lotta husky voices and worn out fingertips, but we sure do love it.
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          4.8 app store rating
        

        We don't rate ourselves at all, because our amayzing mobile plans speak for themselves.
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          2023 value winner
        

        Finder was nice enough to award us Best Prepaid Mobile Provider but this win is for you.
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          5G Network
        

        Add a splash of 4G plus and 3G and we have a network that covers 98.5% of Australia.
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          Download the app
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        amaysim acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of Country throughout Australia and recognises their unbroken connection to lands, waters and communities. We pay our respect to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and to Elders past and present.


      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          	Terms & conditions
	Privacy
	Accessibility


        

        © Copyright 2024 amaysim Mobile Pty Ltd · ABN: 82 645 692 093 · All rights reserved.  



      

    

  






    



    


    



    


    



    


    




      
    
    


    

    
    








    

    

    
    
    
    
    

    
  